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Public RelationsUPNVJ - The steps taken by the Faculty of Social and Political Sciences (FISIP) UPN "Veteran"
Jakarta, in launching the Bachelor of Film, Television and Media Study Program, are becoming increasingly evident.
This was strengthened by a workshop program with the Dean of the Faculty of Film and Television (FFTV), Jakarta
Arts Institute (IKJ) Hanief Jerry at the Diplomacy Laboratory, FISIP UPNVJ, Wednesday (22/11/2023).

The topic of discussion this time is related to the profile of graduate study program students who focus on film and
television. Discussions regarding the profiles of graduating students are important in preparing new study programs.
"The target profile of graduates will of course describe what courses are appropriate for them to take," said Hanief
Jerry in the discussion.

Hanief stated that new study programs must have unique qualities that other campuses do not have. So that this
uniqueness becomes an added value that can be offered to the community. With this uniqueness and uniqueness, it is
hoped that it will be able to add variety and variety to the study of film, television and media in Indonesia. "Of course,
we will support this for the development of film, television and media studies and works in Indonesia," he said.

In the context of UPN "Veteran" Jakarta, the Film, TV and Media Study Program Establishment Team, FISIP UPN
"Veteran" Jakarta saw that there was a study niche that could be filled into a distinctive feature, namely about the
values of defending the country and nationalism. So that these values will become distinctive colors in the new study
program later.

Chair of the Film, TV and Media Study Program Establishment Team, FISIP UPN "Veteran" Jakarta, Firdaus Noor
appreciated the ongoing discussion. According to him, preparations for establishing a new study program must be
prepared carefully. So you can find topics that are still hidden. "This discussion is a form of activity to explore as many
ideas as possible," explained Firdaus.

For information, Hanief Jerry serves as Dean of FFTV IKJ for the 2020-2024 period. He has a background in television
directing. Apart from that, he also has a lot of experience in the industry. He is often asked to be a judge at the
Indonesian Film Festival (FFI).

Apart from Hanief, the discussion also involved the Chair of the Association of Indonesian Film and Television Study
Programs (Asprofisi), Gerzon Ron Ayawaila. On that occasion, Gerzon gave an overview of the film and television
study program. (DS).
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